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1. Potential research contribution in light of, or linked to  

A. WG interest and Scientific programme: WG4 

 

As future Ph.D. students of dr. Ann Bessemans (starting our research projects in 

september/october 2015), our main interests revolve around typeface legibility and legibility 

research. These two topics cover all typographic aspects of reading, going from the letter 

shapes themselves up to the ways in which the letters are processed in the brains. Little 

research is done in the past into the typefaces used for digital reading devices. This could be 

an item (important legibility matter) for the ergonomics of reading in WG4. An example that 

clearly shows the need for a more thorough investigation is the fact that on smartphones, for 

instance, only a sans serif font is used, while within paper books serif typefaces are used 

(unless the books are for children). The discussion about the legibility of serif versus sans 

serif typefaces seems an endless debate in current literature. It is assumable that, depending 

on the medium and/or the reading materials, one typeface is better than another. Furthermore, 

studying the use of different parameters in a typeface, related to the visual rendering on the 

screen of e-reading devices, may be an interesting path. 

Side note: From the designer point of view there are fundamental objections towards scientific experiments 

carried out in the study of legibility. First typographic variables are discarded when conducting reading research. 

They are not considered valid, full- fledged and/or determining variables that can have an influence on the 

reading behavior. Different results in such studies are not ascribed to the use of different fonts. Secondly it 

concerns the choice of or motivation for the test material used in the study. Although in the latter case, 

typographic variables are usually perceived as interesting, the reading/legibility studies carried out by most 

scientists are often overshadowed by a strange and/or irresponsible choice of typefaces and/or layout. The 

academic community should support the fact that typeface design (= applied art) expertise has an important role 

to play within reading research. 

 

B. Action objectives (pages 7-10 in the MoU): 

 

Our expertise can be of use in the following objectives: 

 to provide recommendations for optimal text/content design for educational 

publishing; 

 to facilitate exchange of researchers, prioritizing juniors and early career researchers; 

 Relevant indicators of reading (different kinds of texts) on paper vs. screens; 

 Recommendations for industry (by means of the typeface) (developers and publishers 

of e-books, textbooks, and educational software); 

 Recommendations for the pedagogical field (by means of the typeface); 



Our expertise can help in the potential impact of (by means of the typeface): 

 establishing sustainable and long-term venues for collaborative, empirical reading 

research; 

 developing a genuine European research profile in empirical research on reading. 

 facilitating the emergence of new reading research teams and labs by connecting 

junior/early career researchers with senior ones; 

Our expertise can be of use for the beneficiaries:  

 C) Policy makers. The Action will provide evidence-based recommendations on 

optimal and appropriate use of print and digital texts for different purposes of reading. 

 D) Publishers; the book industry. The Action will provide industries and professionals 

with up-to- date knowledge of differences between digital and print reading and would 

make much easier the decisions which medium to use for a given purpose. 

 E) Reading/literacy promoters (e.g., EU-Read). The Action will provide evidence-

based knowledge on the effects of digitization on various kinds of reading materials. 

 

 

2. Interest in 

A. organizing and/or participating in a short-term scientific mission (STSM).  

Optional: pursuing what research questions/projects; where to/with whom; linked to what 

objective(s) of the Action: 

 

As design (legibility) researchers, typeface legibility/type design/typography will be the core 

of our influence in this Action. All possibly related research questions/projects are valuable to 

us. We’re willing to get involved in both participating or organizing an STSM together with 

other (design) research institutes that would engage in the objectives described above. It is 

important to note that type design (for legibility purposes) is not purely a technical process but 

rather a methodological one.  

Reading is one of the most complex skills that humans acquire. It becomes automatic and is 

deeply ingrained that one cannot turn it off, except type designers. People in charge of 

designing what everyone reads are therefore the best ones to judge type. Research work 

related to reading and legibility is one where type designers are usually not involved. Type 

designers have been successfully designing type for five centuries, and yet the striking 

majority has had no contact with reading and legibility research. This situation starts to 

change where there is a shift towards collaborations between designers and psychologists and 

designers becoming design researchers. This shift in type designers becoming design 

researchers is already implemented in certain educational programs. For example, the 

University of Reading, which is also involved in this project, there is a clear emphasis on 

(scientific) research in type design. Because of our co-operation with dr. Bessemans, who is 

familiar with the University of Reading (prof. Alison Black and prof. Sue Walker), this might 

be of huge interest to us. At the Reading University, the department Typography and Graphic 

Communication has achieved the highest GPA score (3.51) in UoA 34 (Art and Design: 

History, practice, theory), and the best REF result at the University of Reading. They have 

one of the best MA’s in Type Design and also organize type design courses (TDi).  

B. organizing and/or participating in a Training School (please indicate what kind of training 

[theoretical; methodological; technical]).  

Optional: linked to what objective(s) of the Action: 

 



As future Ph.D. students of Ann Bessemans, we can, together with her, share knowledge 

about typeface legibility and how to guarantee the internal and external validity of test 

material. Within typefaces, design parameters can be studied by examining the balance 

between homogeneity and heterogeneity in both letter shape and rhythm. Their influence on 

legibility can be tested using a carefully constructed psychophysical method. This can result 

in a set of design guidelines or in a new typeface for a specific purpose and/or medium. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


